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where are your children right now even if they are sitting in the same room with you, they are likely
engaging in the online world. norton parental controlgives you tools to see what videos they watch8,
websites they visit, terms they search for, and apps they download, plus gps location monitoring for

android and ios8, , content filtering for pcs and more. these tools help you facilitate positive
parenting and engage on important topics proactively. learn how norton parental control works.

saving money on your data usage can save you money in other ways too. for example, if you are a
student, you might not want to use all your data at once, but if you use an efficient internet browser,
you can use less data to download more content on the web. norton internet securitys safe browsing
feature is designed to help you stay safe on the web. it checks the websites you visit for suspicious

activity and warns you when it detects something that might be a virus. this helps you avoid
malware attacks and other online threats. norton has also released a special version of its disk

imaging product, called norton ghost premium. this product has a different interface and is designed
for people who want a more sophisticated backup or cloning solution. you can also use norton ghost
to create an image file of your entire hard drive. this means that you can restore your computer to a
previous state. norton ghost is really easy to use. it is a disk imaging and cloning tool that you can

use to create an image of your hard drive.
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If any of the above problems exists on a disk that you want to repair or format, you can use the
Norton Disk Doctor utility to correct the problem. Let's see if we can repair a partition or volume in a
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similar fashion to Norton Drive Doctor. To start the utility, hold down the CTRL and ALT keys when
you log on. Once you log on to the system, navigate to your computer's root directory by double-

clicking on your hard drive's icon. After you've made sure you are in the root directory, double-click
on Norton Disk Doctor. This should display the Disk Doctor window. Norton Disk Doctor identifies and

fixes potential problems that can lead to hard drive crashes. You can use it to save your bacon,
should you start experiencing random data errors in files you know are uncorrupted elsewhere.

Norton UnErase lets you quickly restore accidentally deleted files that may be hidden on your hard
drive, provided they space they occupy hasn't been overwritten with other data. Norton Smart
Updates keeps Norton Utilities up-to-date by automatically installing product updates. Startup

Manager improves PC boot time by choosing which programs will load at startup time and Norton
Service Manager optimizes active Windows services so applications can run simultaneously without
your PC experiencing any slowdowns. CCleaner is a freeware system optimization and cleaning tool.
It removes unused files from your PC to free up valuable hard disk space, thus allowing Windows to
run faster. It also cleans caches, temporary files, Internet history, cookies, and the Windows registry

to leave your PC running more efficiently. The program is easy to use and offers many options for
users to fine-tune how it functions. You can configure it to use the Registry Editor, Internet Explorer

history, cache cleaner, cookies, history, and more... 5ec8ef588b
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